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Abstract: The flexibility of the (e,2e) technique in obtaining information on 
both structure and collision dynamics is demonstrated. Examples of structure 
information are EMS studies of laser excited Na atoms and amorphous carbon 
films. The role of post-collision effects and correlations is explored by mea 
surements in the autoionising region of helium and in innershell ionization of 
argon. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The (e,2e) process, in which the momenta of the incident electron and two 
emitted electrons in an ionizing collision are completely determined, is capable of 
revealing a rich variety of information. Depending on the kinematics employed, it 
is possible to investigate in detail either the dynamics of the ionizing collision or to 
use the reaction to elucidate the structure of the target and the ion. When used for 
structure determination, high energies and high momentum transfers are normally 
employed to «-n ure the clean knockout of a target electron. (e,2e) spectroscopy or 
electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS) has recently been extensively reviewed by 
McCarthy and Weigoid (1988, 1991). 

For most ionizing collisions, however, the kinematics is asymmetric, the two 
outgoing electrons having very different energies and the momentum transfer to 
the target is usually small. Such asymmetric collisions have generally beeti stud 
ied using simple targets such as hydrogen (Weigold et al. 1979) or helium (e.g. 
Ehrhardt et al. 1969, 1972) whose structure is known or assumed to be known 
in order to test our understanding of the ionization mechanism. As the uioinen 
turn transfer approaches zero, the (e,2e) reaction simulates photo ionization, and 
this kinematic region has been used to obtain much useful information on partical 
oscillator strengths and structure information (e.g. Hainiif it et al. 1976). 

The (e,2e) reaction has also been used to investigate final state correlation 
effects between the continuum electrons. This has mainly focussed on post collisio i 
interaction effects (PCI) in the ionization of inner shells resulting in the emission of 
Auger electrons, particularly the ionization of 2p shell of argon (Sewell and Crowe 
1982, 1984; Sandner and Vblkel 1984; Stefani et al. 198C and Weigold 1990) The 
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reaction has also been used to study the correlations between resonance and direct 
ionisation amplitudes in the autoionizing region of helium (Weigold tt al. 1975, 
Pochat et al. 1982 and Weigold 1990). 

In this communication I discuss briefly several (",2e) studies recently carried 
out at Flinders University. These include the first meiisurements of the electron 
momentum distributions of an atom in an excited target state and of an oriented 
target, the application of the EMS technique to condensed matter targets, as well 
as the measurement of correlation effects in the autoiouiziug region of helium and 
in the Auger spectrum of argon. 

2. N O T A T I O N 

The (e,2e) reaction can be written 

to +-4 - . 4 } +<„ + <,, (1) 

where the subscripts 0,i and t denote the incident scattered and ejected electron. 
Although the two emitted elections are indistinguishable, it is often convenient to 
call the fast outgoing electron the scattered one and the other the ejected one. 
Conservation of energy and momentum requires 

(j = E0 -E, - £ e , a n d k 0 = k , + kt - q, (2) 

where e, the separation energy of t i e electron, is equal to the energy difference 
between the initial target state A and final state | / > cf the ion, and - q is the ion 
recoil momentum of the ion. In the plane wave impulse approximation q is the 
momentum of the struck target electron. The ion recoil energy has been neglected. 
The momentum transfer to the target is given i>y 

K = k 0 - k , (3) 

In noncoplanar and coplanar symmetric (e,2e) experiments I\ is maximised by 
choosing kt = k, and 9t — dt. 

At high enough energies and momentum transfer the (e,2e) differential cross 
section is given by 

< r ( f , 2 e ) = C / e r ^ | < / | « i ( q ) | i > | i , (4) 
a i' 

where Ylav < ' e " ° t p s tlit? usual sum and average over final and initial degeneracies, 
C contains kineuiatical factors and / „ is the half-off-shell Mott scattering cross 
section. In the iionroplaiiar symmetric geometry / , , is essentially constant and 
the cross section is simply proportional to the square of the target ion overlap 
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amplitude resulting from the annihilation of an electron of momentum q in the 
target state | t >. This is the EMS region of the (e.2e) reaction 

The weak-coupling expansion of the target ion overlap is 

< / | a(q) \i>=Y,<f\t><f\ «(<!> I » >- (5) 

where the orthononnal basis states | f > are linear combinations of configurations 
formed by annihilating one election in a target ion state. Generally only a single 
hole state | j > contributes to the expansion in (6). We can define an experimental 
orbital tf'j(cj) and tin- spectroscopic factor S.J by 

• < » (6) tf,(q) = < j | «(q) 11 > and S)1' = | < / \j > | z 

3. E L E C T R O N M O M E N T U M S P E C T R O S C O P Y O F LASER 
EXCITED ATOMS 

Excited target atoms can be prepared in well defined states by optically pump
ing atoms with a tuneable laser. By using polarised laser light it is possible to excite 
specific magnetic substates. This offers the possibility of measuring momentum dis
tributions for excited targets as well as for atoms in aligned and oriented states. 
In the recent, measurements of Zheng e.t al. (1990) and Bell el al. (1991a) sodium 
atoms are optically pumped by right hand circularly polarized laser light tuned to 
the 32Sj/2(F=2)«-» 32P.T/2( r ?' — 3) transition. The excited pumped atoms are in 
the m p = 3 state, or in terms of orbital momentum in the ni/ = +1 state. 

No 
bfom 

Fig.l Schematic diagram of the Fig.2 
experimental arrangement and 
the 3p(»»f = 1) 
electron densities. 

The momentum distributions 
for (a) the 3s ground state 
and (b) 3p excited state 
of Na compared with 
HF momentum distributions 
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The kinematics is shown in fig. 1, which also shows schematically the 3p x and 
3 p , electron density distribution of the excited sodium. The scattering plane is the 
zy plane and 0, = 9t — 45°, the azimuthal angle <f> of the ejected electron is varied 
to probe the different momentum components of the target. Thus the experiment 
measures the (e,2e) triple differential cross section as a function of the x component 
of momentum, qt. The z and y components of momenta are fixed and essentially 
zero for small binding energies. Due to the finite resolution of the spectrometer, the 
average values of q9 and qt are not quite zero, being of the order of 0.06 a.u. 

The momentum distributions obtained for the 3s ground state transition and 
for the 3p(mr = 1) excited state are shown in figs. 2(a) and (b) respectively 
compared with calculated momentum distributions given by the Hartree-Fock 3s 
and 3p wavefunctions. The finite momentum resolution has been included in the 
calculations, its main effect is to fill in the 3p momentum distributions at momenta 
close to zero. The momentum distribution for the excited state peaks at very small 
momenta (~ 0.2 a.u.) because of the diffuse nature of the 3p orbital in coordinate 
space. 

4. T H E S P E C T R A L M O M E N T U M D E N S I T Y O F A M O R P H O U S 
C A R B O N 

The (e,2e) technique can be used to obtain the spectral momentum density 
of electrons in solids, that is the probability of an electron possessing a particular 
value of binding energy e and momentum q. Ritter, Dennison and Jones (1984) 
reported the first spectral momeiittim density measurement of the valence band of 
a solid, the target material in this case being an amorphous carbon film. With an 
(e,2e) energy resolution of approximately 6eV, they were barely able to resolve two 
bands in the binding energy spectrum. 

There has been considerable interest in determining the electronic properties 
of amorphous carbon (see Gao et al. 1989 and references therein). Amorphous 
carbon (a-C) films range from black, soft "graphite" films to harJ, transparent 
"diamond-like" films depending on the method of preparation and the concentration 
of hydrogen in the sample (Ritter et al. 1984). The structure of a-C films is still 
not understood. 

In order to obtain •.V.rther information on the electronic structure of a-C, we 
have undertaken a s« ries of (e,2c) measurements on evaporated films of a-C at 
much higher energy resolution than the above earlier work. In the present work a 
primary electron beam of lOkeV plus binding energy intersects a free-standing 80A 
amorphous carbon film. Scattered electrons leaving the collision region at angles of 
45 degrees with respect to the incident beam direction pass through two identical 
hemispherical electrostatic analysers positioned on opposite sides of the beam. The 
aftlysers are used to determine the momenta and arrival times of each emitted 
electron by means of position sensitive detectois (Lower and Weigold i989). Each 
analyser is adjusted to accept electrons in a 20eV band of energies centred around 
5000eV. The combined energy resolution of each analyser and detector together is 
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about leV. Different values of momenta q perpendicular to the iitcident direction 
and in the scattering plane are sampled by varying AE =• E,-Et keeping E3 + Ec = 
EQ — c(q) constant. The values of q are given by 
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Fig.3 Spectral momentum density Fig.4 
spectra for amorphous carbon 
(Lower et al. 1991). 

Momentum densities for 
the valence x and a bands 
of a-C (Lower et al. 1991). 

Fig. 3 shows binding energy spectra obtained at different target electron mo
menta (Lower et al. 1991). This is a plot of the spectral momentum density. The 
low energy peak is attributed to the excitation of a graphitic * band and the higher 
energy peak to the excitation of graphitic a bands. The data has been decouvo-
luted to allow for the effei'.s of energy loss by incident and scattered electrons within 
the target material due to multiple scattering. The strongly dispersive nature of 
the higher energy a band can be seen from the figure. The outer n band also shows 
some dispersion. In addition to the dispersion, there is for both bands a marked 
change in intensity as a function of q. This is displayed in fig. 4, which shows the 
momentum density as a function of q for the two bands. 
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Fig.5 Brillouin /.one and valence 
band structure of graphite 
(Goa et al. 1088). 

Fig.6 Calculated spectral momentum 
densities for the valence bands 
of graphite in the different 
crystal directions 

The band structure of graphite as calculated by Gao et al. 1988 is shown in 
fig. 5, and the momentum densities for the * and three a bands in fig. 6. The 
lowest a band is 0\ and its wavefunction is s-like, i.e. the momentum density is 
maximum at q = 0 and decreases niouotonically as q increases. The wavefunctions 
for the upper two a bands are p-like, the momentum density being zero at q — 
0, and rising abruptly from zero near the Brillouin zone boundary to peak in the 
second and third zones, and then falling as </ increases. Thus the a2 and a-\ bands 
are essentially unoccupied at small q (< 0.5 a.u.). The momentum density for the 
K band is zero for q in the T ~ K - M plane, since the n orbital ha.-> a node there. 
For q along the C axis perpendicular to the basal plane the momentum density of 
the it band displays p-wave character, it is zero at the origin and peaks at q ~ 0 7 
a.u. In the present work we expect random orientations in the disordered phase of 
the evaporated films. This would still preserve the p wave and s wave character of 
the it and (j\ bauds, respectively 

Fig. 4 shows that the <i\ baud does indeed have s wave character, having 
greatest momentum density at smaller q The momentum density for the lower-
energy JT band does increase somewhat with iy, as expected from the predicted 
p wave character. There is some evidence that for diamond-like structures the 
momentum density for the outer valence band does not go to zero (Gao et al. 1989). 
The spectral density for the n band is rather larger than expected for graphite. The 
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data are therefore not consistent with the film being completely graphitic. 

5. CORRELATIONS I N INNER-SHELL IONISATION : A U G E R 
PROCESSES IN A R G O N 

The (e,2c) technique has l>een applied to study the ionisation of the 2p core 
level of argon by a number of groups. These experiments, proposed by Berczhko 
et al. (1978), detect the decay Auger electron in coincidence with the scattered 
electron, thus selecting momentum transfer and energy loss. The reaction can be 
written as 

r~ + AT — . 4 r + ( J , M ) + c~ + f ~ 

i 
Ar*+{J',M') + r-A. (8) 

Sewell and Crowe (1982,1984), Stefani tt al (1986) and Sandner and Volkel 
(1984) measured angular correlations between the Auger and scattered elettrons 
for the L S M I J K ^ ^ ' S O ) transition. Sandner and Volkel (1984) and Stefani et al. 
(1986) observed post collision interaction (PCI) effects close to threshold, the slow 
ejected electron transferring energy to the decay Auger electron. These experiments 
were all based on single parameter detection techniques, and the measurements 
could only be carried out by using very large energy windows on the scattered elec
tron detector with a corresponding large spread in the energy of the near hreshold 
ejected electron. In the present experiments we use a multiparameter coincidence 
spectrometer to examine simultaneously with improved energy resolution the whole 
argon Auger spectrum in the region 200-208eV in coincidence with scattered elec
trons as a function of the energy and angle of emission of the Auger electrons at 
several incident energies close to threshold. The spread in energy of the scattered 
and ejected electrons was only 3eV in these measurements, compared with about 
lOeV in previous measurements. 

In the large distance eikonal approximation (Kuchiev and Sheinerman 1989), 
the energy shift AE4 in the Auger electron spectrum is given by 

AE/i = " ^ - , (0) 

where V is the width of the intermediate state and 

t , J _ - ± + _L.I. „„, 
In all measurements v, < < V,,VA and ( ~ -1/»V- Thus the shift in energy 

— 1/2 
&EA = r/2»v is positive and decreases as E, . For vf ~ 115 ~ vA the post 
collision effects are a strong fiux tion of the angle of emission of the three electrons. 
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Fig. 7 shows a coincidence and noncoincidence Auger spectrum taken at just above 
threshold (Bell et ml. 1991b). The coincidence spectrum shows an observable shift 
to higher energy, showing the significance of post collision interactions. The shift 
as a function of energy above threshold is shown in fig. 8 for the LsMisM^'Dj) 
transition compared with AE = r/2v c- The shape of the Auger line also depends 
sensitively on the parameter £ (Kuchiev and Sheinerman 1989). 

l , M „ M M (1-5*1 |<-D,1 I I * . . , ! 
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Fig.7 Coincidence spectra and non Fig.8 
coincidence spectra (solid 
line) taken simultaneously 
with Eo = 750eV, 
E. = 496eV, 6A = 135°, 
9, = -18°. 

The PCI shift A E 4 

of Auger peak centroids 
as a function of E{ 

compared with eq.9 for the 
l^M^M^D? transition 
(•). The square is the data 
point of Stefani et al. (1986). 

Berezhko et al. (1978) showed in the two-step plane-wave Born approximation 
that the probability of Auger electron emission in the scattering plane is given by 

!(BA)a\ + 0cos 2{$A - 0), (11) 

where the anisotropy parameter 0 and the angle 4> are related to alignment and 
statistical tensors. In the Born approximation il> = 9K, the direction of momen
tum transfer. Thus angular correlations can lead to the determination of electron 
correlation effects. 
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Fig.9 Angular correlations for argon Auger electrons in coincidence with scattered 
electrons E. = 496eV, 9. = -16°, E* = 753eV. 

Fig. 9(a) and (b) show respectively the angular correlations observed by Bell 
ti al. (1991c) for the L 2M 23M 23( JP) and L,M 2 ,M 2j( lD2) transitions. The former 
must be isotropic since J = \ for the 2p i shell and the initial state cannot be 
aligned. 

6. (e,2e) COINCIDENCE MEASUREMENTS IN THE AUTO-
IONISING REGION OF HELIUM 

The autoionisation of atoms by electron impact involves in general the interfer
ence between the direct and the resonance ionisation amplitudes. This interference 
depends on the momenta of the scattered and ejected electrons and on the mo
mentum transfer . Therefore (e,2e) cross section measurements in the autoionising 
region can provide very sensitive information on details of the excitation process 
of the resonance as well as on the interference of the resonance process with direct 
ionization. 

Tweed (1976) showed that the triple differential (e,2e) cross section in the 
vicinity of the rth autoionising resonance can quite generally be written in the 
parameterized form originally due to Shore (1967), 

dUtdtttdEt ~ 7 i " ' + ^ 1 + t\ 

where «„ = 2(Et - E,)TZ\ 

(12) 

(13) 

and EM and E, are respectively the energies of the rth autoionising resonance and 
the energy of the ion plus continuum emitted electron (relative to the energy of the 
residual ion) with total angular momentum and spin quantum numbers denoted by 
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u = {r; L, M, S). / i s simply the cross section for direct ionization, a^ is a measure 
of the asymmetry of the resonance profile anu 6,, of i ts contributions to the cross 
section. 

Fig. (10) provides soute examples of tin- observed coincidence ejected electron 
spectra (Lower and Weigold 1990). We see a series of resoiian.-e profiles superii» 
posed upon a background of direct ionization events. The final fitted function is 
represented by the solid curve, whilst the fitted direct ionization l>ackground / and 
the individual fitted resonance profiles [at + b)/{t2 + 1) convoluted with the instru
mental response, are indicated by dashed lines. Both spectrH were obtained in the 
binary region with the only difference being 18° in the angle of tlte ejected electron. 
This is a clear demonstration of how sensitive the cross sections are to the ejected 
electron momentum. 

- | Mr(r2*)M» 
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f 
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Fig.10 Coincidence ejected electron 
spectra for He(e,2e)He +. 

tpriif* rtvtuvk m+* <fc. i«*9> 

Fig.11 The direct (e,2e) cross section 
/ and parameters o r and 6 r 

for the (2s2p)'P resonance in 
He (Lower and Weigold 1990). 

Values for ar, bT and fT deduced iroin th<- fitting of individtial ejected electron 
spectra for the (2s 2 ) 'S , (2s2p)' P ami ( 2 p i ) , D resonances show rapid variations as 
a function of 6t. Fig. 11 shows the results for the (2s2p)'P state for four different 
combinations of incident energies and scattering angles. Since absolute cross sec
tions were not obtained the results have been normalized to the maximum value of 
/ under the (2s 2 ) ' S resonance profile at each particular energy and scattering angle, 
and this maximum has been set to 1 unity The dirert ionization cross section / for 
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each incident energy and scattered electron angle appears in essentially t*o lobes. 
The major lobe (the binary lobe) occurs approximately in the momentum transfer 
direction. The second occurs roughly 180" away and can be associated with recoil 
collisions involving momentum transfer to tlie residual ion. For each resonance and 
at each energy and scattering angle, the aT and hT parameters show smooth oscil
lation between positive and negative values as the ejection angle varies. Positive 
/alues of fcr correspond to constructive interference between direct and resonant 
ionization amplitudes, resulting in localized increases in the (e,2e) cross section. 
Negative values of bT are related to a decrease in the cross section due to the effects 
of destructive interference. Positive values of « r correspond to a profile showing a 
minimum followed by a maximum in the sense of increasing ejection energy, whilst 
the reverse occurs when ar is negative. 

The results for all three resonances show strong interference, both constructive 
and destructive, between the direct and resonance amplitudes. The resonance pa
rameters show even more rapid variation in magnitude as a function of the ejected 
electron angles than does (he direct cross section. Although the peak structures in 
o r and br are correlated with the direction of the momentum transfer On, as is that 
for the direct cross section / r . the correlation is not simple. Considerable amount 
of theoretical effort is needed to explain the data. First order theories are inade
quate since they would give the K direction as a symmetry axis, which is clearly in 
violation of the measurements. 

7. S U M M A R Y 

The richness of information that can Iw obtained by the application of the (e,2e) 
technique has been demonstrated by disc tissing four different types of experiments. 
Two examples involve the determination of structure information in kinematic re
gions where the (e,2e) collision process is well understood. The other two examples 
involve the determination of subtle efferts in the collision dynamics. 
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